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Excerpts & Comments

“Love on, live on, and don’t forget to cheer on...”
Bonnie Movey, Sophomore Cheerleader—1957
“You are becoming very possessive, which makes me think
of my ex-husband, who is not looking so bad now.”
Jennifer Rothstein—1983
“If you had married her, none of this would have
happened.”
Mr. Lessenberry—1984
“I can’t live in the past; sure it was a better time for me . . .
of course I would like to do again and again, but it is over.”
Sandra Schwartz—2010
“Both of us had in common our ability not to succeed at
school.”
In Love—1958
“You know, this night has to last forever. You only do this
once.”
Grad Night—1963
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“My life is over without him. Our kid will never know him.
It was a dream, and reality has to last forever.”
Funeral—Too Early to Say Goodbye—1968
“Why be alive if you can’t be jealous of someone, and you
have to have someone jealous of you to balance all of it. In
fact, if there is no balance, there is no life.”
Queen of the World at 17
“You’re through dancing with her, she’s my wife, and we’re
going. There’s plenty of guys whose wives would love to
dance with you. They are sitting everywhere.”
Dick S., Reunion—2010
“Paul T. Owens—a good friend and great writer.”
Jim Murray, Los Angeles Times
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Love to Remember: Life is a
Playground that Never Ends
—Growing Up in Beverly Hills
in the 1950s

There is always a story of someone and someone’s friend
or friends, and everyone’s story is the best to someone. As best
as they can remember, some collaborative truth, some exactly as
it was, without a sign of fiction, even a hint of it.
The following is a story of people who were there as I
grew up, from the first kids I played with to the high school
queen, early on and then later, several years later--at reunions
and in the news of what happened to everyone. It is a generation of coming and going. All that is left is the dancing memories to keep the wolf of insignificance from the door. The
purpose was fun, and we only knew that in retrospect. There is
no living in the past; it just keeps repeating itself whenever you
need it. Right now, there it goes again.
I was fortunate---a life front-loaded growing up in the
late 1950s in Beverly Hills--a great plenty, and a well-bred adolescence.
My dad developed a major renovation of Rodeo Drive,
building a hotel in the middle of the two-and-a-half-block business area that would become as he had envisioned, a fashion
plate for women, business action for men, and a destination
tourist spot for the entire world. A universal insignia would
mark it as the place to go when coming to California, and the
USA.
I watched the street grow from a tiny vein in the small
village of Beverly Hills to the resounding vertical strip that roars
with a vengeance—high tech art as the feature color of its sales
décor. The cozy environment has burgeoned into billboards
7
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for the products and companies they publicize, and the world
of people attracted to them attend the display of sophisticated
merchandising of the scene as the product. Rodeo Drive is
a fashion artistic capital of the world. The new edition of the
street and its public spectacle helped create an entire renaissance for Beverly Hills, and another mega universal commercial
identity.
Along his way, Dad became friends with Joe DiMaggio
and Duke Ellington, who both stayed at the hotel. DiMaggio stayed without fanfare. Dad had a piano sent to Ellington’s
penthouse suite for his practice and recitals.
“Remember, it is only two and a half blocks long, and
look what happened,” he said just before he died, 35 years after
he sold the hotel to a major conglomerate in 1969.
I was born in 1942, parents initiating conception based
on the hope that I might survive World War II. We lived in Detroit and came to Los Angeles, California six years later with my
younger brother and sister. Two years later my family moved to
Beverly Hills. My dad was in the meat business first, than moved
onto real estate where he developed homes in Palos Verdes,
California, and the hotel on Rodeo Drive. I worked as a laborer
on the building of the hotel, a dishwasher and front desk clerk at
the hotel during my time at USC, after graduating Beverly Hills
High School in June 1960.
The neighborhood was gifted with talent—Doris Day,
Ella Fitzgerald, Dean Martin, Johnny Mathis, Danny Thomas,
Freddy Martin, Russ Morgan, Dorothy Lamour, Lana Turner,
Dinah Shore, Frank Sinatra and Ralph Edwards. Writers Irving
Stone, Jerome Kern, and Horace McCoy were there too. Terry
Melcher was Doris Day’s son, a DDS, as he was called, and she
sang songs written by a man a few blocks from where she lived,
Paul Francis Webster.
I taught in Compton, California, and wrote the words
and grammar forms of the students in my classes, ethnic black
speech patterns. In the summer of 1967 I went to Columbia University to be in their Writers Program and returned to
8
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Compton to continue writing my book with a teacher friend.
In 1968, he left for a teaching position at a college in northern
California. While visiting him, we attended a conference at
Stanford University on education and teaching in divergent
neighborhoods. I met a professor who encouraged me to attend
Stanford. I told her that based on my past academics, I would
not be accepted in their graduate program. She assured me that
I would be based on my writing. I applied and was accepted.
The next fall I drove to Palo Alto, began to enroll and decided
against it. In reflection it was the right thing to do, but in reality
I always wish I had. The acceptance letter is framed on my wall.
The book was published the following summer.
When I returned to Los Angeles I got a job teaching for
four years in Palos Verdes. In 1976, I was fortunate to have a
feature article published in the New York Times, and meet an
official for the National Football League. We collaborated on
a book for a year---and he died just as the book was published.
It was as if someone told me that I would meet a man, and the
purpose of my life for a year was to help him write a book, for
then he would be gone. So it was. While writing the book, I
met a coach with the Dallas Cowboys—Ben Agajanian--- who
hired me to write a biography with him. From that book came
an instruction book with the head coach of the Cowboys, Tom
Landry. I was also hired to write for the Victor Awards, which
would be the basic model for the ESPYs sports award television
program.
I continued writing articles for the New York Times,
and in 1981, was hired by Peter V. Ueberroth to be Editor, Senior
Staff Writer and Public Relations Supervisor for the 1984 Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee. Fun, high-end pressure, and being part of the greatest sports spectacular show on
earth. My life was now “middle-loaded.” You get the best job
ever, what else is there? I met a man who was running for president of the USA. When I told him that I had worked for the
Olympic Games of 1984, he replied. “What else are you going to
do. That’s the highest you can go.”
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I replied, “At least I am not running for president,” he
laughed.
After working for the 1984 Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee, and serving as Public Service Coordinator
for the United States Olympic Committee in 1987, I started
nonprofit work—as a writer for the Junior Blind of America,
The City of Hope National Medical Center---cancer care and
research, and an international education institution. I was fortunate to have met people who survived the Holocaust, and I
helped write their cases for presentation to the Claims Conference Against the German Government.
In the Olympic arena, I helped write the proclamation
that reinstituted the victories of Jim Thorpe in the 1912 Stockholm Olympic Games—Decathlon and Pentathlon—and was
there when his children were given his new medals in 1983.
The man representing the company who bought my
father’s hotel in 1969 died the following week in Hawaii. His
children grew up to be part of the support of a giant tolerance
and holocaust museum in the Midwest. I directed them to acquiring research and archives for the museum.
In 2007 I began writing and organizing my own books,
some original essays, a compilation of what I had written for the
New York Times, excerpts from some of the biographies I assisted others in writing, and my own story.
My story begins here with play. Life is a playground that
never ends.
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When your purpose is to play,
what else would you want?
Why else would you follow?
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Passing the Ball and
the Center of Attention
In 1948, at the age of six, Jake Strauss and I threw a football back and forth on a hot summer-baked day in a camp in the
desert of southern California, near Palm Springs.
Ten years later, we threw a football as we ran and caught
it on the asphalt streets between our houses. We made each
other run faster by throwing the ball farther than we thought
the other could run to reach it, and were surprised at the speed
we had to reach it.
Fifty years later, on a beach of wet hard sand, by rocks
and streams that moved into the ocean, we ran and threw a
football, the same way we did in 1948, the same running angles,
go out and keep going; fake a cut in and flare out into the open,
letting the ball make us run faster and faster to catch it. Now 60
years from when we first played, we played again, running the
same plays and catching the ball still. Now the hope is that in
70 years and 80 years from the first time, we will continue going
out--reaching beyond to catch.
The center position on a football team is the place where
all motion begins on the start of each play. The center is the
player who throws or snaps the ball under his legs to someone
in the backfield. In October 1955, I was the center on the local
junior high school football team. On one play, I snapped the ball
to our quarterback, Ronnie Weber, who I played with since 1951,
and the ball went over his head, and I believe that the ball never
has come down. I see the ball going over his head and everyone
else running for it every time something in my life does not go
well. To me, the ball is still in the air and has not come down for
anyone to grab it. I hope someone tells me who has the ball, and
where it is so that I can try the play again.
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8th and 9th Grade Summers
Brooke P., your father invented many things, but not a
cover for your open shoulder white dress, which Mike S. looked
down when we all stood posed for our junior high school graduation picture.

op
Joan G. told Phillip D. that she would go steady with him
when he asked at the Saturday night dance during the summer
between their 8th and 9th grades. He gave her a ring, which she
did not wear, appearing at school the following Monday wearing
the ring of her boyfriend, John D., who was away at camp.
Phillip was never told, and Joan did not speak to him the rest
of the summer, but she always wore the ring of John, and had a
friend give Phillip his ring back. Several years later, they met by
coincidence, and she apologized for her cruel adolescent
behavior.
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Benches Beget Benches
In the spring of 1957, I chose running over attempting
to be a football player, and was on the track team at a very small
boarding high school 20 miles from my home. The coach of the
team was also the coach of the swim team and he kept telling us
to keep our heads down when we ran. On one practice run, I ran
onto the baseball practice field and into a bench, head down. I
broke two bones in my right leg and no one could figure out why
I had run into the bench as I was carted off bloodied, the bones
visible to those watching. I healed in a few months, and the following year I enrolled in Beverly Hills High School, two miles
from home. I was on the track team for a while, while my grades
were high enough to make me eligible. You had to do well in
school to play on a team.
While on the track team, I got nervously excited when
my name was called to be at the starting blocks, and so nervous
that I would not come to the beginning of the race. The tension was unbearable, so I stayed on the bench around the corner
from the track instead of finishing in front of everyone else.
Who needed to see me fail? So, the bench was my savior. The
coach told the team that he would not tolerate someone on his
team not competing, so I was given recognition for not being at
the beginning of a race. I quit the team before I was told that I
would be declared ineligible, saving everyone future embarrassment.
My grades did not get better, instead of track to divert
me from studying more; I got a girl friend, Francine Lessenberry. Both of us had in common our ability not to succeed at
school. Our parents finally forbid us from seeing each other, so
we planned to run away. She stayed in our guest house for a few
hours until her mother came with her best friend looking for
her. My father chased me around the house yelling that I was
making her a hostage by storing her where we lived. Hostage
was used on television for the acts of criminals, now it was a
homegrown word. At least I wasn’t in jail.
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Twelve years later another woman was in my life. I went
with her to a track meet at the high school, and we sat on the
bench where I once hid. We then walked out to the track to see
that everyone who was supposed to run showed up in their lanes
to compete, and I was thankful for that. Someone else had run
to fill in for what I had missed.
Francine phoned me 20 years later, after returning from
New York with a child and a divorce. We dated again for a while,
then separated without a fanfare like in high school, and remained friends. A few years later she remarried, and had another
son soon thereafter. When the child was three, Francine was
run over walking across a crowded street. Her husband called
me to stay with the son while she was in a hospital recovering.
A few days later she fell into a coma and died. At the
funeral, her father, the man who forbid me from seeing her in
high school, told me, “If you had married her, none of this would
have happened.”
What could I say? If I had been a better student, or had
run away with her as planned, none of this would have happened
either. What could I have said when the biology teacher in high
school took me into the laboratory, away from everyone else to
tell me how sorry he was that he had to fail me? He was sorrier
than I was.
buried.

There is a small curved bench of stone where she is

I was asked to attend the funeral of Francine’s mother in
2008 by her two sons. I spoke to her youngest, who was now 27,
and told him how wonderful she was. He thanked me, no one
had told him before.
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dolores restaurant
corner wilshire and la cienega blvds.
beverly hills, ca 1950s
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First Car, Oldest Student
Conrad Goodson was the oldest boy in our grade. He
was about two years ahead of us, and the first to get his license to
drive. And the first to have his own car, a large Pontiac. Parents
were happy. He would be the most popular one, with control of
taking everyone anywhere.
He used the car to create fear in the playing of not-sonice games. He took several people to school, with one route—
the alley-way, knocking down garbage cans and ash cans. The
girls would scream, the boys would hide their heads in their
jackets in disbelief that he did it again and again. Goodson got
a sports car because his parents were pleased he was such a nice
boy, attending school, and not causing any trouble. No more
carpool with the alley-driving crew.
Conrad became a businessman at the age of 18, partnering with a friend who had a station wagon. They delivered poultry goods to several neighbors. He teased the children of the
families they delivered to by chasing them around their homes,
into the backyards, across the streets, throwing eggs at them.
No parent complained. “They love it. They watch and laugh.
They can’t control their kids, and I punish them for it,” he would
tell his partner.
When the partner went away to college, Conrad told
everyone on their route that the business would have to dissolve.
Conrad took over his father’s business upon graduation, and sold
fruits and vegetables, yelling and screaming orders to drivers
and making sure that every piece was accounted for. He sold his
sports car, and bought a new oversized Cadillac, as a sign that
business was always good.
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Fast Cars, Any Day 1958
There were cars that were fast, and drivers who raced
themselves into popularity and prominence from the speed of
the engines and the driver’s ability to increase and control that
speed.
Sly and slender, small and slick, Carol Milstein and her
boyfriend Gerald Steiner were the perfect reclusive pair who
raced in the speed circuit, anyone, any time. There were school
records for almost everything. Carol and Gerald set records for
going faster on the asphalt streets than anyone could imagine.
No back seat, trunk empty, you went faster with less weight. I
remember Carol sitting so close to Gerald that she was invisible
with the passing speed. The speed of our memory can never
out race the wonder of the speed that cruised across our youth.
How fast we remember will soon match the speed we watched as
they went faster than our imagination could follow.

op
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The Girl, the Car, the Marriage
and the Death of the Girl
August 1, 1959
Lowered in the front, angled, slanted downward, the 1955
Chevy two-door slowly moved on a deserted road, with four guys
from our neighborhood sitting inside tired from a long night of
racing the car in a town a few hours away from our neighborhood. The car’s fast engine had been tested and won all of the
races.
Without specific directions back to the restaurant where
everyone met everyone else in their racing crowd, we were lost
and all of us were falling sleep. The car’s lights illuminated a stop
sign in the distance, but the rest of life was dark. The driver had
a choice at the coming intersection, go left, right, or straight
ahead: sleeping, he unknowingly chose straight ahead. The car
crept along and through the stop sign, across the road, over a
gravel area and down 25 feet of an embankment.
The crash sent the two guys in the back seat forward, one
breaking his wrist against the driver’s visor, the other cracking
his skull against the driver’s rear view mirror, leaving him with a
gash over one eye. The driver had temporary amnesia, and I, the
passenger in the front seat, had a gash in my chin. We climbed
up the hill behind us and wandered aimlessly for a half-hour,
walking off the tension of the shock and wondering who would
come for us.
I had a picture of Ronda Berens, a girl who did not have a
picture of me, a girl who did not know that she was my phantom
girlfriend, whose image in picture form I had become infatuated
with; who was sacred to me as a statement to my alienation and
fear of the world.
Evan Harris was a friend of one of the guys who was in
the back seat and was aware of where we might be, and arrived
to help. He took all of us in his truck to the local hospital, and
while we were waiting for care, began speaking to me about my
19
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picture of Ronda Berens that was in my wallet. When I told him
that she went to his high school and that she did not even know
that I existed, that I was only using her for comfort because I
had a crush on her, he said nothing, just nodded, and said I was
lucky to have someone at this tragic time.
Within a few months, Evan Harris and Ronda Berens
were romantically together. He told me that it was only accidental that she was my phantom friend, but I laughed at the
irony. Four years later, they were married. I did not know this
until Ronda Berens’ graduating class had their 20-year reunion.
Friends of mine who knew of my madness with her early on convinced me to go as their guest to the dance and party.
“You have to meet her, even though she is married. I told
her about you and she wants to meet you, finally,” one of our
mutual friends convinced me.
I went, Ronda was excited, Evan could not stop talking about how he saved everyone’s lives in 1959, and I was given
credit for getting them together. True or not, I accepted the

‘55 Chevy, ‘56 Ford, ‘57 Corvette
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credit. The following day we joined everyone else at a local park
for a family picnic.
The following Tuesday, I got a call from Ronda. She
wanted to see me.
“There was such a chemistry between us,” she said, “And,
you could see that Evan and I are through. We are getting a big
divorce. The happiest we have been is being with you. And, I
want to see you.”
“What?” I questioned. “You are married.”
“It’s going to be over real soon. Let’s meet.” she encouraged. “Our kid plays baseball this Thursday. We’ll go, have dinner, and the next day, you and I will get together. Evan is going
out of town on business for the weekend and part of next week.
He’ll be in New York, so you don’t have to worry.”
How do I get away from this, I asked myself, and then
asked myself how do I not go forward and do just what we both
want to do. I reasoned Evan would be glad, that someone would
make her happy, and she would be gone, out of his life. That
reasoning was not as strong as my wanting to be with her, period.
I waited to see the divorce papers first, and then could not keep
my hands away, but there was so much anger and fighting over
everything with Evan that I had to retreat to my fantasy life. It
was better and definitely safer.
Ronda and I stayed in contact, she developed breast
cancer, and in a few years died. One of her nieces called to tell
me and said that Ronda requested that I be a pallbearer. Evan
was not named. At the funeral home, Evan and I sat across from
each other. He only spoke to his new wife, telling her about
me-I overheard him- that I was some guy who Ronda had met
and gone with, without mentioning his involvement about the
accident, without recognizing me at all, without thanking me for
making his divorce easier, and without thanking me for showing
him the picture. I, of course, could thank him again for saving
us at the accident scene many years before as he went in for the
final viewing of Ronda, but decided not to. I smiled at his
21
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current wife, and she smiled back. However, I was not attracted
to her as I was to his first wife.
But this is about car culture. We meet because of what
happened to a car, and we nurtured our lives as kids growing up
because of cars, the foundation of a raw youth toward independence. There was a restaurant in the neighborhood that was
based on cars. Food was served while we stayed in our cars. Cars
were parked in lanes that were aimed at the restaurant, which
was in the middle of a circle. There was a lane behind the cars
where other cars moved with people watching those who were
eating in their cars, and the people eating were watching those
cruising around and around. People got out of their cars and
into others, guys piled in for effect, food was consumed as nervous social energy dictated ease with extra double-deck burgers,
cherry and vanilla cokes, French fries and heavy malted shakes
to keep everyone hyper-electrified. If you had the nerve, you
danced. The waiters and waitresses served on roller skates. The
music blared from each car. If you chose not to study during the
week, you spent most of the time remembering who was there
and who was not, and trying to tell anyone who would listen
what you knew.
The identities of many were measured by the cars they
had. If you had a girl to go along with it, you had the best of
both worlds. To have the right car, the right girl and right grades,
you were perfect. You could have two of them, maybe, but not
three. No one was perfect.
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The Drive-In 1960
Where are Jerry Madigan and Gina Baretta?
In high school they were a romantic item, and it withered
away. Jerry had too many girls to go with; Gina wanted to be
with one person all the time.
A few miles from the high school was a drive-in movie
theater. The theater used to be a field where tomatoes, lettuce
and spinach grew. A family bought the field and covered it with
asphalt, and it became a parking lot for people to watch moving pictures on a giant screen. White lines were painted on the
asphalt to designate places for each car or truck. A concession
store was in the middle of the asphalt field that sold food such as
popcorn, colas and hot dogs.
The theater was a social scene. School groups identified
where they would park, couples would identify who they were by
where they parked and what they would do.
Jerry was a football player and a violinist in the orchestra.
He was a rough and rugged, strong, in-your-face bruising blocking force on the field, and was a compelling dancer, who controlled everything and everyone.
Gina was tall and lanky, stylish with the latest clothes,
and as someone in awe of her said, ‘She is just drop-dead gorgeous.’ Gina had told Jerry that she was not happy with his arrangement with other women, “Do what you want, with whoever you want, but I won’t be included. We are through,” she said.
But Jerry was an adamant hero, who could only do what
he wanted.
They met again at the drive-in after Gina’s breakup with
Jerry. Gina went with Buddy Graves in his car; Jerry went with
a group of friends from the football team, in Tubby Tyler’s car.
Buddy was at his best listening to both sides of the turmoil of
teenage romance.
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While Jerry was walking to the concession store, he noticed Gina in Buddy’s car and immediately came over to them.
Jerry motioned for Buddy to roll down the window.
“Get out of the car,” he demanded of Buddy.
“What do you mean? We’re here just watching the
movie,” Buddy explained.
ball.

Gina covered her head with her arms and curled into a

“Give me the keys, and get out,” Jerry continued. “Go
over to Tyler’s car over there,” he pointed to the car.
Buddy gave him the keys.
“What are you doing, Madigan?” Buddy exclaimed. “This
isn’t fair and it isn’t right.”
Gina screamed, “What are you doing? We’re through.”
“I know you are through, and we are through, but I am
not. Just be quiet, other people are watching the show,” he
exhorted.

drive-in by 3rd and fairfax, los angeles, ca
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“Get your hands off me,” she shouted.
“I’ll keep my hands off you,” he said as he pushed her
swinging hands away from him as he did oncoming linemen who
pushed and pulled at him on the football field, and Gina kicked
and swung at him.
While Buddy Graves walked to Tyler’s car, Gina and Jerry fought in the front seat of his 1957 Chevy. Twenty miles south
of the drive-in, a jazz pianist performed at a night club a few
steps from the sand in Hermosa Beach. The song he was singing
as Gina and Jerry pushed and grabbed each other was about how
a panther was in town, was on the prowl, and the lyrics stated,
“Lock up your wife and hide your daughter.” Neither Jerry nor
Gina knew who was singing, neither knew he was singing their
song.
There were intense arguments, disagreements, and even
physical fights at the drive-in. Competition started with the cars
being compared, drivers also had arrogance because they went
to certain schools that others did not. Some guys had to prove
their fighting superiority and fists-hammering-wind brawls were
part of the insult parade.
A guy who was the self-appointed peacekeeping lover
would come by and condescend to everyone involved, pronouncing, “You can’t legislate against mayhem. Boys will be boys.”
A girl would announce, “At least they had the decency not
to damage their cars as they knocked each other to the ground.”
The cars remained just like the tough-looking guys
wanted to be, tough looking, but not touchable. Do not mess up
the waxed wavy hair. All both sides wanted was a tough staredown. Each side giving the other massive brutally tough looks.
Beneath the facade, the feeling was, “I am tough-looking, but
will break on contact. In fact, if I am stared at too seriously, I
might bend myself to the ground. Statues only, please. Look,
but do not touch!!!’
Steve Tearson belonged to a car club whose main goal
was fixing up old cars and collecting the speaker boxes that
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were on white metal poles that fed the sound track of the movie
into each car. Club members had to show their prowess as peer
vandals by ripping the wires of the boxes off the pole stands and
driving away with them. Members applauded the person who
took the most speaker boxes.
Mrs. Tearson was a single mother, and negotiated the
price for paying drive-in management to replace the boxes he
stole with a promise that no one would contact the school where
Steve was to graduate, or the colleges he applied for to become
an engineering student about his stealing.
All driving was to music. Faster music, faster driving.
Slower music, slower movement on the streets.
Every couple had their own song, as though the composers had written them just for them. If you had five steady girl or
boyfriends in each year of high school, you had 20 songs dedicated to you. In college, let’s say you had three a year, which meant
12, so the total by the time you were 21 or 22 was 32. Thirty-two
songs dedicated to the ONE I LOVE.
For the rest of your life, anytime you listen to one of
these songs, you are taking a break, time to reminisce, “Sorry,
honey, I’ve got to embrace the past.”

speakers at a drive-in
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